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This paper mainly aims to argue the research questions “what is the right of privacy?, how the article 8 protected 
privacy in Act 1998 and to deliberate the case of princes Diana Between the freedom of expression and protect the 
privacy?. Hence, to discourse the impact of the media Law in dealing  with freedom of expression and the right of 
privacy. 
 This paper will argues the concept of the Freedom of expression which is one of the most fundamental aspect of 
the individuals rights that enjoy in everyday life. It is fundamental to the existence of democracy and the respect of 
human dignity in the community. On the other hand, the paper will explore the impact on media law and some 
examples of rich figure, media celebrity and famous, which they complaining of the media invasion of privacy will 
be explained, and then how the Court treated with Princess Diana’s case in the viewpoint of privacy and freedom 
of excretion concepts. The paper mainly depends on the content analysis method for analysing legal documentation 
of the articles related to the freedom of expression, also it depends on the case-study method for its sample which 
is Princess Diana’s case. 
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1.1. Introduction 
This research depends on the content analysis method for analyzing legal documentation of the articles related 
to the freedom of expression, also it depends on the case-study method for its sample which is Princess Diana’s 
case. 
This paper includes sections explaining: Firstly, Human Rights and international human rights law. Secondly, the 
short history of the European Convention on Human Rights and fundamental freedoms in 1950. How the UK law 
adopted the Human Rights Act 1999/2000, Freedom of expression and privacy in the Human Rights Act 1998 
article 10 and its content. Thirdly, it will discuss what the right to privacy is? How article 8 protected privacy in 
Act 1998. Besides, it will consider the more different ideas between the rights to privacy and Article the freedom 
of expression and Princess Diana’s case as an example. Finally, the research will address the Impact on media law 
and explain some examples of rich and famous complaining of media invasion of privacy. 
The knowledge and information of this paper work comes from many sources and documents which includes : A 
literature conducted through academic journals and databases, using the Library’s Lit Search facility.  In this 
paper mainly based on thhe views and shows of the resulted in articles and book references. Furthermore, this 
paper mainly focuses on the use of many books as resources which titled “ McNae’s, Essential Law for 
Journalists”, “Freedom of Speech” and some other books, futher the researcher  has used several  online articles. 
Also, the researcher has used Online searching engine in order to report the case from various views of the 
different organizations, such as Human rights learning center: study guide on the European, Also, Columbia law: 
The European Human Rights System, the European Convention on Human Rights, and some others are used in 
the literature of the research too.  
 
1.2. Human Rights and International Human Rights law  
 
 Human Rights are those we have by the good quality of being human, they are natural rights. Rights we own by 
natural, not by law (although they may be, and should be, protected by law) Serendipity (2020). The survival, 
strength, and the content of human rights continue to be subject to debate in philosophy and political science 
Euromedrights (2020,23) but legally, “human rights are defined in international law and covenants, and further, in 
the domestic laws of many states. However, for many people, the principle of human rights goes beyond the law 
and forms a fundamental moral basis for regulation of the contemporary geopolitical order. For them, they are 
democratic ideals.” (ibid). 
International Human Rights law began as a response to the horrors of war, in particular, the World War ll 
Law.cornell (2020) Although the Geneva conventions; the formation of the United Nations gave to the human rights 
concept international legitimacy, specially the key reason is the main nations has signed the United Nations charter 
which specifically mentions human rights (ibid). 
Davies (1988) in his book referred to international human rights as" a right is the world's first universal ideology, 
religious, political, and economic ideas have an adherent in various parts of the world but human rights represent 
an idea that now has world-wide acceptance." Davies (1988,1). The council of Europe believes that human rights 
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1.3. European Convention on Human Rights 
The European continent suffered much devastation from the effects of World War 11. To renew efforts of 
peacekeeping and cooperation with one another after the war ended, leaders throughout the region founded three 
organizations: The Council of Europe, the European Union and afterward, the organization for security and 
cooperation in Europe Amnesty International (2014). Although these organization was founded to bring peace and 
stability to Europe, they were each established with a different purpose: 
 
1- The council of Europe promotes the rule of law, human rights and democracy. 
2-  The European Union was devised as an institution for promoting trade and economic stability for its 
members. 
3- The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe was founded to maintain peace and military 
security within Europe (ibid). 
 
1.4. The European Convention of Human Rights and fundamental freedoms in 1950 
   
The European Convention on Human Rights and fundamental freedoms is a treaty signed in 1950 by the members 
of the council of Europe, so in this way, it predates the European communities and union, and arises from a quite 
different organization Nico Krisch. (2007,22) two are linked; however, in that adherence to the convention is now 
effectively a condition of membership of Europe (ibid). The European Convention on Human Rights is not a product 
of the European Union and is not, directly at least, part of European community law; see Foster (2003,29). Drafted 
soon after the end of the Second World War, in 1953 the UK was one of the first countries to signup to the 
convention; in which Articles 2 to 14 specify the rights that are protected currently over 45 countries are members 
Human Rights Program(2020)The European convention on human rights and fundamental freedoms is an original 
treaty, applicable to members of the councils of Europe, see Foster (2003). 
"The UK was a founding member of the convention and was very influential in its design. It was amongst the first 
states to ratify the treaty" Nico Krisch. (2007,3). And it is an international treaty by which the member of the council 
of Europe sought to guarantee certain human rights and fundamental freedoms to that entire jurisdiction. It was 
signed in Rome on 4 November 1950, and came into force in independent bodies were originally set up to supervise 
the application of the right guaranteed in the convention; the European Commission of Human Rights 
and1950.European Court of Human Rights (1950). Council of Europe (2020) 
 
1.5. UK law and adopted the Human Rights Act 1999/2000. 
"The Human Rights Act 1998, which comes into force on 2 October, brings the European convention on Human 
Rights into British law and for the first time gave citizens specific legal rights, including the right to freedom of 
expression.”, see Bank, Welsh, and Greenwood (2005,2). "Previously the rights of citizens were not guaranteed by 
statements of general principle as they are in some countries that have written constitution." (ibid). Requires all 
public authorities (including local authorities) to comply with the provisions of the convention and enables 
individuals to enforce convention right through the domestic courts in the UK Parlement.UK (2007). 
The influence of the Convention has been growing in the UK in the past decade or so. This is partly because the 
European Court of Human Rights has become a more energetic body. But, more fundamentally, there has been a 
strong lobby within the UK for a written bill (statement) of rights, and the Convention is seen as a ready-made 
document for these purposes Nico Krisch. (2007). This idea has been adopted as the policy of the Labour 
government in 1997. Its ideas are set out in a White paper issued in October 1997, Rights Brought Home, see Foster 
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(2003, 29) the Human Rights Bill (CM 3782London: HMSO), and then the Human Rights Bill (as introduced in 
the House of Lords on 23 October 1997) now passing throughout parliament and which is likely to come into force 
sometime in 1999 or perhaps 2000, (ibid). However the idea of citizens having rights in UK law did not begin with 
the Human Rights Bill, the recognition of rights in English law does have an ancient history going back to statements 
such as Mogna court  1215-95 and the Bill of Right of 1968, (ibid).  
The second draft order, the International Seabed Authority (Immunities and privileges) order 2000 will enable the 
government to ratify the protocol on the privileges and immunities of the International Seabed Authority, which 
was published and presented to parliament in February again under cover of an explanatory memorandum Nico 
Krisch. (2007).  
 
1.6. Freedom of expression and privacy in Human right Act 1998 
"Freedom of expression is one of the most fundamental rights that individuals enjoy. It is fundamental to the 
existence of democracy and the respect of human dignity. “Amnesty International (2014,11). Bob Hepple QC has 
an article in Freedom of speech book which    described freedom of expression as "the dog that did not bark in the 
development of UK law on harassment." Cripps and Beatson (2000,177). And he said" this silent dog may soon 
bite in the United Kingdoms as the incorporation by the Human rights Act 1998 of Article 10 on the European 
Convention of Human Rights into domestic law against harassment with freedom of expression, but this Account 
will need to be taken of other Convention rights such as freedom from degrading treatment, the right to respect for 
private life, and freedom from discrimination in the exercise of Convention right" see Cripps and Beatson 
(2000,177). 
 Consequently, the right of free speech is guaranteed by article 10 Act 1998 Human rights explained the right to 
freedom of expression in two sections. In section one when declared that "everyone has the right to freedom of 
expression" and in section 2 declared "The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and 
responsibilities." Vickers (2002,84). In this chapter 2, the right to free speech was considered as of dual significance: 
fundamental personal freedom and an important political right and this is recognized by the European Convention 
of Human rights, see Vickers (2002). Correspondingly, (Araz, 2015) believes that the mass media could be a part 
to destroy public space of discourse they open up to grow the community and freedom of expression, and the 
freedom of expression can promote democracy through the media.  
When discussed two sections of this article. "The right to freedom of expression is set out in section 1 of article 10 
of the Convention, and it could equally well be called the right to freedom of information because it includes not 
only the right to hold opinions but also" to receive and impart information and ideas" without interference by 
public authority." Banks, Welsh and Greenwood (2005, 370). Before we started to discuss the contradiction 
between the freedoms of expression and protect privacy, we must explain what the Privacy is and what is the Human 
right act about Privacy. 
 
1.7. The right to privacy 
 To discuss  about the right of privacy, we started with the identity of Foster when in his book referred to" the 
general right to be let alone, a desire to be allowed to enjoy a particular space, either alone or with others, which 
the state or others should not be allowed to penetrate."See Foster (1003, 359). Article 8 of the European Convention 
provides that. "Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence, 
the article, has a horizontal effect, and the government and the courts have to protect these rights from violations 
by private individuals and complain." Foster (1003,360). Privacy has been described as the right of the individual 
to be protected against interference into his personal life or affairs or those of his family, by direct physical means 
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or by publications of information, see Banks , Welsh and Greenwood (2005).until 2 October 2000 the law of 
England did not specifically recognize the right to privacy, but on that date, Human right act 1998 came into force, 
in effect incorporating into English law the European Convention on Human rights, this guarantees under article 8 
the right to privacy. (ibid) 
 
Between the freedom of expression and protect the privacy  
  
There are so many arguments and debates about two rights and what related or conflict between them. Where some 
people discussed and has argued that freedom of speech was a 'trump card' that always won! but An English judge 
has said" from the journalist's point of view it is encouraging to be told that freedom of speech is a trump card, but 
it is important to understand that this is subject to 'the established exceptions, such as the right to privacy, which 
need to be balanced, against the article 10 right.” see Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005,371). Barendt refers to 
the necessity for free speech frame some people, perhaps a majority many argue that they are entitled to know, for 
example, whether a candidate for parliament or the presidency has committed marital infidelity, is secretly gay or 
beheaded disreputably as a university student twenty years ago, before deciding how to vote,  Barendt (2005), while 
Lord Justice Sedley said "if freedom of expression is to be impeded it must be on convincing grounds recognized 
by law." see Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005,374). Besides, (Araz, 2019) states that censorship has negative 
impacts on freedom of expression and Media particularly in non-democratic countries consequently people do not 
have the freedom to speak and right to know then there is little divergence between democratic and autocratic 
systems.  
This ground included, in article 10(2) the protection of the rights of others and these rights in turn included theatrical 
8 right to privacy, see Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005). Foster referred to some point in his book about the 
legal and constitutional difficulties in the protection of the right to privacy and private life: "First it is necessary to 
define, privacy, and its boundaries to recognize its legal existence. Secondly, the law will need to determine the 
extent of the right to privacy and, more specifically, when it is legitimate to violate the right. Thirdly, even if 
domestic law decides to enact and develop the law of privacy, it will then need to achieve a balance between the 
enjoyment of that right and the protection of other individual rights and public interest." Foster (2003, 358). 
Barendt said" the relationship of privacy and free speech (or press) rights is therefore complex." and he said "It 
would be wrong simply to apply the arguments relevant to offense without considering the extent to which the 
disclosure of private information is covered by freedom of speech." Barendt (2005). Mill’s argument to conclude 
that "the public is entitled to know everything about everyone." Barendt (2005, 23). In Douglas case, Lord that will 
discuss in the next part Justice Sedley rejected the view that the section gave greater weight to freedom of expression 
than to privacy rights. He said" everything will ultimately depend on the proper balance between privacy and 
publicity in the situation facing court" see Bank, Welsh and greenwood (2005, 390) while "Journalists were 
concerned at the potential effect of the right to privacy on their freedom to publish true information of public 
interest." Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005,389).  
Another argues about the content of the Article and protection against the media.  The wording of article 8 suggests 
it gives protection for privacy against, public authority 
the United Kingdom is a public authority and must take account of the judgment of the European Human right, see 
Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005). While Barendt argued with the question was not whether there was a public 
interest in the particular information being published, but whether, the public has an understandable and so a 
legitimate interest in being told the information, Barendt (2005). 
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In the privacy code the Human Right act in section 12, privacy is one of the topics where there may be an exception 
to the rules set out in the code on grounds of public interest like" detection or exposing crime or serious impropriety 
and protecting public health and safety and preventing the public from being misinformed by an action or statement 
of an individual or organization" see Bank Welsh and Greenwood (2005,392). 
Another important thing is (PCC) the Press Complaints Commission, which ratified by the PCC on 07 August 
2006 according to this code:" All members of the press have a duty to maintain the highest professional standards 
and this Code sets the benchmark for those ethical standards, protecting both the rights of the individual and the 
public's right to know.” aws(2017)  And also NUJ code" the NUJ launched a code of practice to address the 
important issues raised by the occurrence of ‘citizen journalism’ on (24/1/05), it will be known as the Witness 
Contributors’ Code of Practice “NUJ (2007,3) 
 
1.8. Example of privacy cases involving rich and famous. 
 
In the Douglas case, Lord Justice Sedley in the Court of Appeal declared:" it can be said with confidence that the 
law recognizes and will appropriately protect a right of personal privacy, and the Judge was speaking in cases in 
December 2000 in which the court was asked to lift a temporary injunction preventing a magazine from publishing, 
snatched, photographs of a wedding." See Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005, 389). When "two film stars, Michael 
Douglas and Catherine Zeta –Jones, had granted exclusive rights to picture of their wedding to the OK magazine! 
But the Hello magazine! Had its pictures, which is planned to, publish"(ibid). The judge decided that "they had won 
the case, but not on the grounds of privacy. He held the wedding was protected under the law of commercial 
confidence as a valuable trade asset and the publication of unauthorized photographs by a rival magazine was a 
breach of that confidence."  See Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005,390). According to the breach, confidence law 
is based upon the principle that a person who has obtained information in confidence should not take unfair 
advantage of it. So in this case which OK Magazine was awarded more than £1 million in damage in 2003 after 
Hello Magazine published this picture of a wedding, see Bank,Welsh and Greenwood (2005) and The Scotsman 
(2020). 
The judge considered clause 3 of the Press Complaints Commission code, relating to privacy, at the time in section 
2 the code said:" the use of long lens photography to take pictures of people in a private place without their consent 
is unacceptable." see Bank, Welsh and Greenwood (2005,392) After a lengthy legal battle through several courts, 
Britain’s highest court the House of Lords ruled at 12/6/2007 that Hello! Must pay £20 million in legal costs and 
damages Parlement.UK (2007). When the case of Princess Diana centered on photographs taken on the night the 
couple died, 31 August 1997 and Several European figures that saw Princess Diana as a victim of media competition 
urged the press to reflect on privacy issues surrounding celebrities The Insider (2020). Three photographers are to 
go on trial in a Paris court for taking pictures at the scene of the car crash that killed Princess Diana, Dodi AL 
Fayed, and their French driver Henri Paul in August 1997. They are charged with invasion of privacy, after an 
earlier attempt to prosecute them for manslaughter for failing to give assistance to the victims of an accident failed. 
And they could get up to one year in prison and a 45,000 Euro fine if they are found guilty (ibid). 
In 2006, France's highest court found the photographers not guilty of having contributed to the crash, despite the 
paparazzo’s high-speed pursuit of the car, and instead, a French investigation decided that the driver, Henri Paul, 
was to blame, driving too fast under the influence of alcohol and a Paris court has acquitted three press 
photographers who took pictures of Princess Diana and boyfriend Dodi Al Fayed on the night of their fatal car crash 
six years ago, so Mr. Al Fayed whose son Dido was died instead pursued another legal option, this time using 
France's severe privacy laws Infotbel (2020). 
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Although the verdict was welcomed by the photographers who have termed it a victory for the freedom of the press, 
but Mohamed AL Fayed has warned that he will appeal against the verdict, but in the same time, lawyers in Paris 
say they have seen no legal reason to overturn the judgment. Infotbel (2020) In a written summary of the judgment, 
the judge said" that even though the photos were taken inside the car, they had not shown any intimate gesture or 
behaviour between Diana and Dodi, and nor had they revealed any secret liaison as the relationship was already 
well known" (news.bbc.co.uk). The judge said "Diana and Al Fayed, would have been aware that photographers 
might take their picture as they left the hotel. "(ibid). "On 1 February 2001 the 'Mirror' newspaper carried as its first 
story on its front page a prominent article headed 'Naomi: I am a drug addict'. The article was supported on one 
side by a picture of Miss Campbell as a glamorous model, on the other side by a slightly indistinct picture of a 
smiling, relaxed Miss Campbell, dressed in baseball cap and jeans, over the caption 'Therapy: Naomi outside the 
meeting." Law.cornell (2020,3) 
In 2004 the action by Naomi Campbell against the Daily Mirror went to the House of Lords. The Mirror had reported 
she had a drug addiction and that she was attending a meeting of Narcotics Anonymous and they secretly picture 
her emerging from one such meeting, and the judgments made the point that a picture taken in a public place of a 
private activity could be, confidential, and so its publication was a breach of Ms Campbell's right, see Bank, Welsh 
and Greenwood (2005) and Law.cornell (2020) Even “The PCC code used to say that use of long lens photography 
to take picture of people in private places without their consent was unacceptable." see Bank, Welsh and Greenwood 
(2005:408) 
 
Conclusions and Results: 
 
The freedom of expression and privacy are crucial and important rights these days in most of the societies in the 
world and the deliberation on this issue continues, and we expect it to increase especially with the technology 
development and the complexity of contemporary world. Therefore, the law appears to be an efficient solution to 
the problems resulting from the incompatibility of two rights, and the court should be responsible for protecting 
them. 
Although, some arguments tend to defend the importance of the above rights to the public interest, the information 
remains in general unnecessary to the public interest.  To illustrate, the case involving Miss Campbell is a perfect 
example demonstrating that the publication of photography appears to be causing cogent damage to personal 
privacy, while publication of some of the information was held to be in the public interest but some others not.  
Despite the opinions which claim that everyone has the right to know the information especially about the rich and 
famous people, the courts must balance the freedom of speech and privacy, as a matter of fact in publishing photos, 
factors to take into account are whether the photo was taken of the claimant while he/she was in a public place or 
at home or in another private Place.  
A further example is princes Diana’s case. The paparazzi took pictures in a private place before and after the crash 
inside the car. Thus far, some people believe that Princess Diana was the victim of increasingly brutal and 
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ئەم توێژینەوەیە کە بەناونیشانی ) ئازادی ڕادەربڕین لەبەریتانیاو پاراستنی تایبەتمەندی لەمافەکانی مرۆڤ: کەیسی 
ئامانجی ئەوەیە کە لەمافی تایبەتیێتی بكۆڵێتەوە، هەروەك ئامانجیەتی وەرگیراوە، شازادە دیانا وەک نموونە ( 
(دا كە تایبەتمەندیی تیایدا پارێزراوەو بەئەنقەست لەدۆسیەی 1998( لەیاسای )8روونیبكاتەوە كە کە چۆن ماددەی )
كەسیدا، یەكێكی تر شازادە دیانا بەكارهێنراوە لەنێوان ئازادی ڕادەربڕین و پاراستنی مافی ژیانی تایبەتمەندیدا 
لەئامانجەكانی ئەم توێژینەوەیە تیشكخستنە سەر کاریگەریی یاسای ڕاگەیاندنە لەمامەڵەكردندا لەگەڵ ئازادی 
 ڕادەربڕین و مافی تایبەتمەندیدا. 
ئەم توێژینەوەیە باسی ئازادی ڕادەربڕین دەکات كە یەکێکە لە مافە هەرە بنەڕەتییەکان و تاکەکان چێژی لێوەرگرن، 
ەم مافەش بنەڕەتییە بۆ بوونی دیموکراسی و ڕێزگرتن لە کەرامەتی مرۆڤ، لەالیەکی ترەوە توێژینەوەكە لە کاریگەری ئ
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یاسای ڕاگەیاندن دەکۆڵیتەوەو چەند نمونەیەکی سكااڵمەندو ناودار لەداگیرکردنی میدیا بۆ تایبەتمەندی 
ازادی دەرکردن لەگەڵ دۆسیەی شازادە دیانا مامەڵەی ڕووندەکاتەوەو پاشان دادگا چۆن لە ڕوانگەی تایبەتمەندی و ئ
 کردووە. 
ئەم توێژینەوەیە پشت بە میتۆدی شیکردنەوەی ناوەڕۆک دەبەستێت بۆ شیکردنەوەی بەڵگەنامەی یاسایی ئەو ماددە 
کەی یاساییانەی پەیوەندییان بە ئازادی ڕادەربڕینەوە هەیە، هەروەها پشت بە میتۆدی لێکۆڵینەوە لە باری نموونە
 . دەبەستێت کە ئەویش کەیسی شازادە دیانایە
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Appendices  
 1 (The Geneva conventions are a series of treaties on the treatment of civilians, prisoners of War and soldiers 
who are otherwise rendered hors deco bat or incapable of fighting(www.law.cornell.edu 
 
 Article 10 in Human rights Act 1998 
 
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 
 
 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive 
and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article 
shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises 
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such 
formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, 
in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for 
the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the 
disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary. 
http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en&q=article+8and+10+in+human+right+act+1998&btnG=Google+Search&
meta= last access 29/6/07 
 Article 8 in Human rights Act 1998 
Hum RIGHT TO RESPECT FOR PRIVATE AND FAMILY LIFE 
 1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence. 
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance 
with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the 
economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, 
or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. 
http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en&q=article+8and+10+in+human+right+act+1998&btnG=Google+Search&
meta= last access 29/6/07 
 
